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Abstract
Purpose – The purpose of this paper is to examine how the cognitive appraisals, coping choices and
behavioral responses by business-to-business (B2B) sales professionals confronting the acutely
stressful experience of losing a customer, and their pursuit of justice in the win-back process, influences
reacquisition outcomes. The paper further examines the role of sales experience as a moderator between
coping choices and successful win back.
Design/methodology/approach – In all, 98 critical incidents were reported by sales professionals
from B2B firms across various industries. NVivo 9, content analysis and logistic regression were used
to analyze the data.
Findings – The results show that problem-focused coping (PFC) and pro-active responses positively
affect win-back outcome. By contrast, emotion-focused coping (EFC) and re-active responses have a
negative association with customer reacquisition. The findings also show that sales experience
moderates the relationship between levels of EFC and win-back outcomes. Specifically, for sales
professionals with low levels of EFC, sales experience helps improve chances of winning back lost
customers. But for sales professionals using higher levels of EFC, more sales experience decreases
win-back probability. Additionally, the findings show that procedural, interactional and distributive
justice all contribute to successful customer reacquisition.
Research limitations/implications – The few published studies of how B2B sales professionals
deal with customer defections reveal a mixture of bereavement and drivenness in striving for new
accounts. The authors’ focus and findings on the use of PFC and EFC strategies, justice mechanisms and
the uneven role of experience in responding to this stressful context suggests that there is much to be
gained from additional research. Specifically, probes into how sales professionals may be inadvertently
skewed to EFC behaviors by either overly simplistic training systems, learning- versus
performance-based incentives or their experience with prior customer defections.
Practical implications – The findings highlight the importance of PFC strategies and the delivery of
procedural, interactional and distributive justice strategies to productively adapt to customer
defections, activate switch back behavior and win back lost customers. Sales force training systems
need to address the increased churning in B2B markets and integrate win-back procedures in sales
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training programs so that sales professionals do not default to EFC and/or strive for new accounts when
facing the stress of customer defection.
Originality/value – The findings contribute to customer defection management and sales literature
by integrating coping and justice theories in exploring sales professionals’ cognitive appraisals and
coping responses to the acute stress of losing a current customer.

Keywords Coping, Justice theory, Customer reacquisition, Stressful sales situations, Win-back

Paper type Research paper

1. Introduction
Change, loss, stress and coping. These seem the measure of our times (Becker, 2013;
Kabat-Zinn, 2013). They also describe some of the toughest moments for
business-to-business (B2B) sales professionals: that is, losing an existing customer to
competition or the other stressors of disruption and discontinuity in markets (Leach and
Liu, 2014). Some liken it to divorce and bereavement (Goodwin et al., 1997, p. 167). Due
to increased churning in B2B markets, Reichheld’s (1996) finding that many firms lose
half their customers every five years is now likely an understatement.

Customer defections can create multiple problems for the dismissed supplier: from
depressed forecasting and the resulting turbulence with stakeholders to negative word
of mouth and a shadow over its reputation. As a result, B2B sales professionals who lose
accounts may be concerned about losing more than the commissions.

Worst yet, surveys show that some sales professionals face this stressful situation
without the benefit of a company response and win-back strategy (Leach and Liu, 2014).
Many firms do not track lost customers to learn from the experience, determine which
competitor(s) may be profiting from it or to initiate reacquisition efforts (Griffin, 2007;
Reichheld, 1996). In a recent survey, only 25 per cent of dissatisfied buyers who
dismissed their sellers reported receiving an apology. Less than 20 per cent of defected
buyers indicated that their former supplier tried to stay in touch, for example, “actively
waiting” for another opportunity to regain the business (Griffin, 2007; Leach and Liu,
2014).

What makes lapses in “customer defection management” even worst are estimates
that as much as 70 per cent of all sales come from current customers (Griffin, 2007). And
not only does it cost more time and money to acquire a new customer than to renew one,
but also it may be as much as five times harder to get an order from a new customer than
a previous customer who has been won back (Griffin and Lowenstein, 2001). The
contrast is clear. A single lost customer can spur additional and systemic losses. But if
won back, then it can be the source of increased revenues as the renewed relationship
and related corporate learning adds to sales beyond the focal account (Griffin and
Lowenstein, 2001; Leach and Liu, 2014).

This paper explores how B2B sales professionals choose to cope with the stress of
losing a current customer and implement win-back strategies. This is accomplished by
critical incident interviews with B2B sales professionals in New Zealand who faced this
acutely stressful situation. Our study builds on decades of research into the role and
result of stress and coping in sales performance (Behrman and Perreault, 1984; Goolsby,
1992; Lewin and Sager, 2008, 2009, 2010; Naletelich et al., 2014). We integrate the “coping
style” and “coping behavior with an acutely stressful event” perspectives outlined by
Srivastava and Sager (1999). We further explore if the length of sales experience acts as
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a moderator of coping choices. Additionally, we incorporate the role of procedural,
interactive and distributive justice in win back.

Sales professionals facing customer defection usually confront two sequential sense
and respond processes:

(1) the internal appraisal and choice of how to cope with the negative event [i.e.
coping mechanisms including problem-focused coping (PFC) and emotion-
focused coping (EFC)]; and

(2) the external response of attempting to win back the lost customer (i.e. developing
and pursuing win-back strategies), hence the importance of justice to restore
equity and rebuild relationships.

This paper adds to the win-back literature by exploring the relationship between how
B2B sales professionals choose to cope with the stress of losing customers and the
course and results of their choices for customer reacquisition. While stress and coping
have long been studied in the sales literature, the acutely stressful event of losing a B2B
customer has received slight attention (Goodwin et al., 1997; Mallin and Mayo, 2006;
Mayo and Mallin, 2010). We also contribute to B2B customer defection management by
integrating justice theory with sales professionals’ coping and response choices.

We proceed with a review of relevant research on stress, coping and justice theories,
which guided our hypotheses development. The paper then turns to methodology,
analysis and findings. It concludes with managerial implications and the limitations of
our study that recommend future research.

2. Literature review and hypotheses development
2.1 Internal response and coping choices
In B2B sales, stress can be defined as an undesirable change or threat of negative change
by customers requiring adaptation by the sales professionals and their organizations
(Blaney, 2013; Schneiderman and McCabe, 2013). The undesirable change is the loss of
a customer (Kabat-Zinn, 2013). Losing a customer can affect sales professionals’ job
performance by its emotional toll, sometimes similar to devastating family loses
(Goodwin et al., 1997; Mallin and Mayo, 2006, 2010). Two crucial internal responses
mediate how sales professionals choose to adapt. The first is cognitive appraisal and the
second is coping (Lazarus and Folkman, 1984). The cognitive process begins with the
primary appraisal: evaluating the potential costs and benefits. In the secondary
appraisal, the sales professional considers ways to prevent or minimize the apparent
costs and increase and secure the possible relief or rewards:

Various coping options are evaluated, such as altering the situation, accepting it, seeking more
information or holding back from acting impulsively and in a counterproductive way. Primary
and secondary appraisals converge to determine whether [the stressful context] is regarded as
significant for well-being, and if so, whether it is primarily threatening (containing the
possibility of harm or loss) or challenging (holding the possibility of mastery or benefit)
(Folkman et al., 1986, p. 933).

2.1.1 Problem-focused coping versus emotion-focused coping. Folkman et al. (1986)
further define coping as having two dominant strategies: PFC and EFC. PFC has been
described as purposeful problem-solving through rational and deliberate efforts to
confront and remedy the stressful situation (Lewin and Sager, 2008; Strutton and
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Lumpkin, 1993). An example of PFC in attempting to win back a lost customer is, first,
analyzing the reason(s) for the defection; second, reviewing the customer’s transaction
history; third, utilizing remaining relationships in the defected firm to better understand
the defection and the possibilities of reacquisition, including seeking allies in the buying
center; and fourth, presenting a new value proposition that betters the previous deal.
This is a win-back strategy known as “active waiting” (Leach and Liu, 2014).

EFC encompasses attempts to control or regulate strong emotional reactions to
stressful situations by detaching or distancing from the sources of stress or avoiding the
situation completely (Folkman et al. 1986; Srivastava and Sager, 1999). EFC may range
from denial to seeking the emotional support of colleagues and sales managers, that is,
solace versus solutions (Strutton and Lumpkin, 1993). Examples include leaving the
office to play golf or start drinking with friends: for example, avoidance on the greens or
commiseration in the bar. In either case, the rationalization for retreat may be “churning
happens” followed by a resolve to start looking for new accounts. Yet this ignores the
potential reverberations from the defected customer and the additional costs of finding
a new one. As Goolsby (1992, p. 158) notes:

Generally, emotion-focused coping is defined by passive or reactive strategies, as the
individual reduces efforts to control the experience [i.e. does not see it as a ‘problem to be
solved’]. Because [the] stress evolves unabated, emotion-focused coping strategies generally
have negative outcomes for the individual, even though the individual may sense a temporary
reprieve.

In general, PFC represents people “high in hardiness” who have low alienation from self
and work, low powerlessness and high internal locus of control. By contrast, EFC
persons may be “high in helplessness”, believe they have “no control” and exhibit “a
withdrawal disposition” (Tapp, 2013, pp. 290-291). Marketing and sales research has
consistently found that PFC results in better job performance, less emotional exhaustion
or burnout and less turnover (Goolsby, 1992; Lewin and Sager, 2008, 2009, 2010). The
availability or lack of positive response resources can greatly influence which particular
coping strategy is selected (Kabat-Zinn, 2013). Helpful resources include a firm’s strong
customer orientation and problem-solving support by management (Schwepker and
Good, 2012). Naletelich et al. (2014, p. 10) suggest that sales managers take measures to
help sales professionals “supplant EFC with PFC”.

For clarity purposes, we note that once a sales professional chooses PFC, its next
steps may be similar to what has been defined as a “learning orientation” in achievement
situations: that is, the desire to learn to improve and respond to the problem (DeGeest
and Brown, 2011; Morris et al., 2003). Further applying the concepts of goal and
achievement research, when a sales professional chooses EFC, it may exhibit a
maladaptive behavior in “performance orientation” by turning away to avoid negative
feedback (Morris et al., 2003). Yet the key difference is that PFC and EFC are adaptations
to stressful change and loss, whereas learning and performance orientations have
traditionally been described as predispositions or responses to achievement situations,
particularly those focused on learning. However, once a sales professional chooses PFC
to win back a defected customer, some principles and practices of learning orientation
may begin. Conversely, a sales professional choosing EFC may avoid the customer
completely along with any potential for learning. Goodwin et al. (1997) described this
withdrawal and avoidance reaction in one of the few studies of how sales professionals
respond to lost sales:
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No salesperson [interviewed] attempted to change the situation directly by regaining the
specific lost sale; in fact, some emphasized not “badgering” the account. Some reported efforts
to regain the lost income, particularly with short-term workaholism, but most interviews
emphasized emotion focused coping (Goodwin et al., 1997, p. 173).

In sum, as a general rule, PFC is an active, hardiness response to stress that attempts to
address and solve the stressor (i.e. customer defection issues). High levels of PFC tend to
positively influence sales professionals’ work outcomes and assist them in developing
positive solutions to winning back lost customers. By contrast, EFC can be viewed as a
negative and helplessness-driven re-action, for example, reacting to the customer’s
defection with avoidance or withdrawal behavior. From this, we hypothesize:

H1. A sales professional who uses high (versus low) level of problem-focused coping
is more likely to win back a lost customer.

H2. A sales professional who uses high (versus low) level of emotion-focused coping
is less likely to win back a lost customer.

2.1.2 Sales experience as a moderator. Scholars suggest that a person predisposed to
EFC may adapt and change to PFC for a number of reasons: for example, the stress
becomes too great and “survival energy” leads to an active response; new information
about the stressor and potential solutions develop; or increased self-awareness and
positive reflections support this new direction (Kabat-Zinn, 2013; Srivastava and Sager,
1999).

Past research has showed that “experience” – for example, more than five years in
sales – may allow veteran sales professionals to better manage stress and avoid
emotional exhaustion and/or quitting their jobs (Goolsby, 1992). Goodwin et al. (1997)
reasoned that:

[Sales professionals] who are experienced may benefit from environmental factors
(e.g. greater access to senior management, job security), from socialization as sales
persons, or from personality traits that promoted resilience at earlier career stages
(p. 176, emphasis added).

From this, we hypothesize:

H3. Sales experience may buffer the negative effect of emotion-focused coping on
win-back outcomes.

2.2 The external response and justice theory
As churning increased in B2B channels, marketing and sales researchers have explored
and prescribed justice theory to restore troublesome or terminated exchange
relationships (Blodgett et al., 1997; Tax and Brown, 1998; Tax et al., 1998). Justice theory
emphasizes equity, that is, fairness, equality and consistency in dealing with exchange
partners. Fairness principles can ease resentment to discontinuous events, such as
negative price disparities or service/product failures (Folger and Skarlicki, 1999;
Homburg and Fürst, 2005; Korsgaard et al., 1995; Tax et al., 1998).

Most scholars exploring the workings of justice theory in the equitable restoration of
exchange relationships describe it as a three-dimensional construct consisting of:

• Procedural justice: This involves engaging the exchange partner in a mutually
understood, authentic and transparent process of information-seeking from and
voice-giving to the customer. By listening, learning and responding with new
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relational systems and economic distributions, sales professionals may be able to
restore equity and trust in the exchange relationship (Hoppner et al., 2014; Tax
et al., 1998).

• Interactional justice: This involves the interpersonal values, skills and delivery of
honest, polite, empathetic and respectful communications. This is sometimes
called the human side of justice (Tax and Brown, 1998).

• Distributive justice: This involves the delivery of fair economic outcomes to
remedy interruption(s) in the anticipated economic distributions. These may take
the form of price discounts, promotional allowances and other concessions and
may temporarily exceed the previous exchange bargain to restore equity and
possibly increase loyalty (Brown et al., 2006; Griffith et al., 2006);

We suggest that the three key justice issues in win back are: first, did the sales
professional put in the same or greater amount of effort as the lost customer in reviewing
the reasons for the defection and possible resolutions (i.e. equity)? Second, did the sales
professional’s design and delivery of the win-back process and offer meet the customer’s
concerns and restated requirements (i.e. consistency)? And third, did the defected
customer continue to receive as good or better offers/outcomes compared to previous
dealings with the firm (i.e. equality)?

B2B studies suggest that distributive justice is both the goal and reason for
successfully performing B2B relationships. However, some B2B justice researchers
posit that procedural justice may be more important than distributive justice because of
the cooperative, normative and corrective processes it maintains as exchange partners
face competition, complexity and discontinuity together (Brown et al., 2006; Griffith
et al., 2006; Hoppner et al., 2014).

2.2.1 Procedural justice. Procedural justice is seen as underpinning the coalescing,
relationship-building processes; it continues to be crucial and is refocused and restated
when relationship disappointments occur (Griffith et al., 2006; Hoppner et al., 2014).
Justice-driven win-back strategies both renew and expand the original workings of
procedural justice that first built and guided the buyer–seller relationship.

Alexander and Ruderman (1987) identified three measures of procedural justice:
meta-procedural activities, allocation procedures and appeal procedures.
Meta-procedural activities consist of rules and processes that are intended to direct
allocation and appeal procedures. Allocation procedures are used to distribute
outcomes. Appeal procedures refer to processes that recipients can use to try to change
the allocations that have occurred (Beugré, 1998). Scholars suggest that procedural
justice signifies consistency and helps in establishing common understanding, shared
sense-making and expectations (Monin et al., 2012). Because of this, a buyer receiving
high levels of procedural justice maybe more willing to continue the relationship (Liu
et al., 2012).

Defected customers will look for important procedural justice indicators such as
proactive and consistent, customer-focused processes to establish common
understanding. Prior research suggests that sales professionals can use “active waiting”
to engage defected customers in an information-seeking, voice-giving process to restore
equity and trust (Leach and Liu, 2014). By monitoring the customer’s continuing
business needs, sales professionals can present a worthy win-back offer in line with the
customer’s priorities for the next purchasing cycle. Tracking the customer’s and its new
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supplier’s (i.e. the competitor’s) actions, sales professionals can provide the defected
customer an outlet to voice old and new concerns, wait for the competitor to falter and
re-align value propositions. Overall, procedural justice can facilitate better feedback
loops on design, production, delivery and use in line with customers’ needs. By this, the
dismissed supplier can improve service and/or production processes and capabilities
and make a successful win-back offer (Tax et al., 1998). With this mind, we hypothesize
that:

H4. A sales professional who uses procedural justice (versus one that does not) is
more likely to win back a defected customer.

2.2.2 Interactional justice. Interactional justice focuses on providing socially fair
treatment (Beugré, 1998). It has two elements: interpersonal and informational justice.
Interpersonal justice is largely determined by the degree of politeness, empathy and
respect provided during review procedures and delivery of outcomes (Newberg and
Waldman, 2012). Informational justice refers to providing reasonable and consistent
explanations and information about why and how outcomes were delivered (Colquitt
et al., 2001; Liu et al., 2012).

Sales professionals can provide interactional justice to defected customers through
customer-oriented communication with honesty, politeness and empathy, as well as
listening effectively and providing reasonable and consistent explanations for the firm’s
failure to retain the customer. Demonstrating respect for customer’s concerns by
empathetically and effectively communicating with them can also influence perceptions
of interactional justice (Beugré, 1998). Newberg and Waldman (2012) prescribe these
communication strategies to resolve conflict and build trust and add that engaged
listening and appreciation for customer feedback may lead to increased sales. Sales
professionals who increase customer perceptions of fairness can successfully restore
challenged relationships (Duffy et al., 2013). These interactional justice strategies are
similar to what negotiation literature calls “appreciative moves”, which may help break
a stalemate and re-open negotiations by fostering trust (Kolb and Williams, 2001,
pp. 94-95). Thus, sales professionals who provide interactional justice are more likely to
re-establish the terminated exchange relationship. Accordingly, we hypothesize that:

H5. A sales professional who uses interactional justice (versus one that does not) is
more likely to win back a defected customer.

2.2.3 Distributive justice. Distribute justice is defined by the practical and measurable
outcomes of win-back efforts (Sparks and McColl-Kennedy, 2001). Accordingly,
distributive justice often takes the form of concessions such as discounts, promotional
allowances, financial compensation, refunds, repairs and/or replacements (Tax et al.,
1998). Appropriate concessions may help neutralize a customer’s negative perceptions
and/or reverse deleterious actions. However, situation-specific strategies and metrics for
the right amount of concessions and/or compensation to recover and renew the
relationship are somewhat ambiguous and undefined (Sparks and McColl-Kennedy,
2001; Sparks and Callan, 1997). So while the concept of distributive justice is often linked
to monetary compensation and, thus, appears to be easily calculated, research suggests
that the procedures and interactions that lead up to the offer of distributive justice – and
their effectiveness in repairing the relationship – can influence the customer’s
interpretation and response to the distributive offer (Sparks and McColl-Kennedy, 2001).
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As noted by Hoffman and Kelley (2000), procedural and interactional justice are more
crucial than distributive justice when long-term customer relationships are at stake.
Similarly, Choi and Choi (2014) did not find support for the universally significant
influence of distributive justice during recovery encounters. They suggest that
distributive justice only has a strong influence on customer decisions after a severe
service failure. Fundamentally, distributive justice alone may not be sufficient to resolve
customers’ concerns. More importantly, concessions and discounts tend to activate price
wars among competitors, which may have a boomerang effect on customer
reacquisition (Liu et al., 2015). Therefore, a buyer’s perceptions of procedural and
interactional justice may have a stronger influence on relationship quality than
perceptions of distributive justice (Kumar et al., 1995). Nonetheless, a salesperson
seeking to win back a lost customer may use distributive justice mechanisms to
motivate the defected customer to reciprocate by renewing the relationship. Thus, where
distributive disappointments break up a buyer–seller relationship, distribute justice
mechanisms like concessions, discounts and allowances will be crucial. Considering this
specific situation, we hypothesize:

H6. A sales professional who uses distributive justice (versus one that does not) is
more likely to win back a defected customer.

3. Methodology
3.1 Data collection procedure
The goal of this research is to gain in-depth knowledge of cognitive and behavioral steps
taken by sales professionals when formulating strategies for win back. We conducted
critical incident interviews to uncover types of coping strategies and justice
mechanisms used by sales professionals when attempting to reacquire lost customers.
Critical Incident Technique (CIT), as a qualitative method, is particularly valuable in
identifying categories and typologies (Bitner et al., 1990). It involves the use of specific
stories and incidents that are content analyzed with the purpose of identifying emergent
themes and patterns. CIT is generally used to increase knowledge in an exploratory
fashion (Bitner et al., 1990). As research in the area of customer reacquisition is sparse,
we aim to develop insights from these specific stories and incidents to identify patterns
and behaviors leading to customer reacquisition. In particular, the primary objective
was to obtain in-depth knowledge about the strategies sales professionals use during the
customer win-back process.

Critical incident interviews were conducted with 56 B2B sales professionals selected
from a convenience sample developed by a university’s network in New Zealand.
Respondents were pre-screened to ensure that knowledgeable and appropriate
individuals were selected (Johnston et al., 1999). To obtain a more comprehensive
overview, sales professionals from various industries were included. Each interview
was conducted face-to-face and followed the same interview protocol. In the course of
each interview, B2B sales professionals were asked to describe in detail two incidents
focusing on defected customers and win-back efforts: first, an incident where they
successfully won back a lost customer; and second, an incident where they were
unsuccessful. Respondents provided the following information: reasons for the
customer’s defection, the sales professional’s emotional and behavioral response, and
strategies used in the process to reacquire the customer.
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3.2 Operationalization of constructs
3.2.1 Coping constructs. Data were analyzed using NVivo9 with content analysis. The
first step was to decide on the unit of analysis which was systematically identified
across the data set (Wilkinson, 2004). As coping is contextual (Folkman et al., 1986), we
identified each critical incident as a unit of measurement (successful or unsuccessful win
back). As recommended by Bitner et al., (1994), a necessary step after deciding the unit
of analysis is to create detailed description of category definitions. To ensure construct
validity, the coping strategy and justice mechanism constructs were operationalized
and classified according to a priori categories derived from literature (Dubois and
Gibbert, 2010). Specifically, the coding schemes for coping strategies were adapted from
previous work in psychology and marketing (Folkman et al., 1986; Strutton and
Lumpkin, 1993), and justice mechanisms were based on Duffy et al.’s (2013), Hoppner
et al.’s (2014) and Tax et al.’s (1998) categorization of three justice mechanisms. To
enhance internal reliability, multiple analyses of interview transcripts were conducted
as recommended by Eisenhardt (1989) until all authors agreed on the coding. The
interpretation of data, coding and results were discussed, reviewed and agreed upon by
all authors.

PFC is defined as purposeful problem-solving with a commitment to respond to
challenges, provide remedy to stressful situations and have an optimistic outlook
(Folkman et al., 1986; Strutton and Lumpkin, 1993). The following is an example of PFC
by a Sales and Marketing Manager of a Food Ingredient Manufacturer dealing with
customer loss by first reviewing customer’s transaction history and then making
rational efforts to find solutions and thereby highlighting the fight end of the coping
continuum:

We are a business, we’re in warfare. If we lose something, we’re really upset about it. What we
did was we found out why we lost it, and we knew it was price, and we then thought what the
price was and we re-engineered our business to reduce costs to make sure we could pick this
business up […]. When you lose business, you learn. You actually learn an enormous amount
of information and you learn from it.

Similarly, a GM of an Energy Market Solutions firm demonstrating an active hardiness
response to customer loss by analyzing the reasons of defection to plan the fight strategy
commented that:

First of all, we had to do our own internal evaluation to make sure that we weren’t over
charging the customer, that we were in accordance with the contract and how that related to
what the current market […] because the contract had been going for six years, so we had to
then decide how that related to the current market position, and also what the value of that
contract was to us and was it worth fighting for.

The above-mentioned two comments represent different ways in which sales
professionals engage in purposeful problem-solving in response to the stress of
customer loss. These highlight the active attempts to address and solve the problem at
hand by deliberate rational efforts.

In contrast, EFC involves distancing or detaching oneself from the situation or
avoiding the situation completely (Folkman et al., 1986). EFC or distancing is reflected
by the quote of an Area Manager of Storage Solutions: “I kind of just left it at that,
because it was too taxing, you know?” Similarly, a Mortgage and Risk Adviser of
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Financial Services, displaying withdrawal disposition because of helplessness over the
situation of customer loss, commented that:

Basically, we had felt that the ship had sailed, and no matter what we did at that point they
were pretty upset. So there wasn’t a lot we were going to do, and the best thing that they
probably wanted from us was to leave them alone.

Another illustration of the flight end of coping continuum highlighting distancing
oneself from the situation can be seen in the statement by an Owner of an Electrical
Manufacturer:

There’s no point in chasing a dead duck so to speak […] so their future and current products
were key and if we couldn’t compete with XX (company name withheld) since it was actually
Europe and European pricing, it was no point in pursuing it. Basically […] these guys actually
had factories all around Europe and basically bought this New Zealand company and took
those products and added them to their current products range in other factories. So as it
transpired they were never going to, you know.

The above-mentioned statements highlight the EFC response to customer defection by
viewing the situation as a problem that cannot be solved, thereby displaying a negative
flight reaction.

However, sometimes sales professionals use both PFC and EFC in certain situations,
as these coping choices are not mutually exclusive. This was illustrated by a Managing
Director of a Database Communication Services firm stating that: “There were a lot of
things that sort of didn’t line up and we battled, but we eventually just gave up, too hard
[…] ”. Similarly, an Owner from the Horticulture Industry showed both a PFC response
by apologizing to amend the situation and then an EFC reaction by distancing himself
from the customer. Specifically, he commented that:

I arranged a casual meeting with the owner to discuss our future. And my strategy was to be
apologetic and try and get him to understand that we made a mistake and we won’t again. He
said he would call us in a few days with maybe an order. The call came in and he said I will not
be needing your supply anymore this season, perhaps maybe discuss terms next year. We felt
hard done by after the promise he had shown a few days earlier. We have not heard from him
since, and to be honest we weren’t really expecting a call for the next season’s arrangements,
and we don’t want to approach him first […].

These comments clearly show that the coping choices are not mutually exclusive.
Depending on the reasons for defection, at times, sales professionals would try to
purposefully resolve the reasons for customer defection before finally escaping from the
source of stress.

3.2.2 Justice constructs. As stated earlier, justice mechanisms were based on
categorization provided by Duffy et al. (2013), Hoppner et al. (2014) and Tax et al. (1998).
First, procedural justice involves active waiting, information-seeking and voice-giving
processes. These processes allow sales professionals to improve existing processes,
either by customization or by developing special capabilities to better serve customers’
needs. While describing the attempt to provide procedural justice via monitoring the
defected customer’s business and tracking the competitor’s shortfalls, the Director of
Timber Products illustrated actively waiting to provide a new value proposition:

Probably, our intelligence gathering information […]. Where you sense there’s a few, maybe,
shortages or maybe they’ve been let down; containers have been late, or things that they said
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were going to ship didn’t ship on time […]. But probably enough intelligence came back to say,
well things weren’t quite as good as they appeared to be to start with, something’s changed,
and then you start skirting around the edges trying to figure out what’s really going on, and
being their best friend again. And in this particular case, probably a phone […] it might have
even started with a phone call from them saying “Oh, can you help us with this? We need a bit
of this”, or “we’re short of a bit of that”. You sense the weakness, and then you get back into it
and figure out what’s really going on.

Another example of procedural justice by the President of a Consultancy Services firm
showed that by providing an outlet for the defected customer to voice concerns, and by
learning about and responding to its needs, he was able to establish common
understanding, restore equity and rebuild trust with the customer:

It was a process of meetings with the two of the original three directors to begin with, and
slowly introduce the new products and concepts to market through their channel. This
eventually turned into a full product presentation to the new board of the customer,
highlighting the weaknesses of their current product strategy then filling in the gaps to help
complete a product package for the consumer […]. We ended up entering the market with a
different product range with the customer […]. Customer switched back because of the new
product proposition and also the relationship with two of the original directors, as well as the
technical support that they realized they could not get otherwise.

These examples of procedural justice display how sales professionals engage in a
process of active waiting by continuing monitoring the customer’s and competitor’s
actions. Likewise, voice giving and restoring relationship with the defected customer by
realigning value proposition are important procedural justice mechanisms.

Sales professionals use various means to win back a customer. Sometimes more than
one form of justice is necessary to restore the equity in the relationship. Tax et al. (1998)
suggests five potential indicators of interactional justice to win back lost customers.
These include honesty, politeness, empathy, providing reasonable and consistent
explanations, all directing to customer-oriented communication to win back customer.
The following quote by an Account Manager from the Beverage Industry illustrated
interactional justice with procedure justice by honestly communicating the mistake
made on technical front and delivering a process to readdress the issue in a transparent
manner:

Identifying that we had made a mistake in regards to the technical issue, and we hadn’t
addressed it correctly […]. We hadn’t put as much value on the issue as what they were, and it
was just a case of structuring how if these issues were to occur in the future, how would we
resolve them, what would we do to make sure you know were actually on top of them, and
didn’t pass it off as “it’s a nothing issue”, and it is actually a major issue. And then structuring
on the win back if little things like that occur in the future, we need to jump on it straight away
and find out how do we go about fixing it.

Finally, distributive justice usually takes some form of financial compensations such as
price discounts, service concessions and promotion allowances. Attempts to provide
distributive justice is evident from the following quote by a National Manager of a
FMCG Brand Distribution Service firm:

We did really want to give this customer the best deal, so we did put in an extra promotional
claim back.
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Likewise, a Sales Manager from the Meat Industry provided distributive justice by
supplying free samples and engaged the defected customer in a process to display the
quality of the product. Specifically, he commented that:

Well […] we initially enticed them back by supplying free samples of the product that we
would like them to buy. And when they sampled them and cooked them and served them to
themselves and tried them out, they were overwhelmed by the quality, taste and tenderness.
And we were able to win them back on the quality of the product and the particular style of cut.

The above-mentioned statements by sales professionals illustrate varied strategies used
to provide distributive justice by either giving promotional allowances or free samples
along with customizing to better serve the needs of the defected customer.

Thus, from the content analysis, we confirmed sales professionals’ patterns of coping
strategies (i.e. PFC and EFC) and justice mechanisms (i.e. procedural, interactional and
distributive justice) when attempting to win back lost customers. We then coded each
variable for hypotheses testing using logistic regression. The combined research design
of CIT with logistic regression has been applied in prior studies to assess the nature
of relationship between cognitive appraisal and types of service failure
(Surachartkumtonkun et al., 2013). The use of logistic regression is strongly advocated
for two-group classification problems, such as successful versus unsuccessful win back.
It is useful for generating more appropriate findings in terms of model fit (Akinci et al.,
2007). In the current study, logistic regression helps in identifying sets of predictors to
determine successful customer reacquisition (Tabachnick and Fidell, 2007).

3.3 Profile of critical incidents
A total of 98 completed and usable critical incidents were selected for analysis. In all, 51
cases were successful incidents and 47 cases were unsuccessful. Of all, 30 per cent of the
sales firms were product related; 34 per cent services related; and the remaining 36 per
cent provided both products and services. Only 20 per cent of sales firms reported
having formal policies for reacquiring lost customers. For the respondents, 78 per cent
were male. On average, respondents were 39 years old and had over 11 years of sales
experience. The job titles of respondents were: Owner, CEO, Managing Director, GM,
Sales Director, Sales Consultant, Account Manager/Executive and Marketing/Sales
Representative. Of the defected customers, 39 per cent were large firms; 36 per cent
medium firms; and 25 per cent small firms. The average length of the business
relationship before defection was 9.4 years. Additionally, 31 per cent of defected
customers had product/service customization, while 67 per cent did not (and 2 per cent
did not report). See Table I for profile of critical incidents.

3.3.1 Coding of the critical incidents. We use binary logistic regressions in SPSS to
test hypotheses. Win-back outcome was the dependent variable (1 � successful win
back; 0 � unsuccessful). Corresponding to customer reacquisition process, the
independent variables were specified in two categories. The first category comprised
coping strategies: PFC, EFC and experience. We coded these as high (2) and low (1).
Experience above five years was coded as high (2) and below five years as low (1). The
second category comprised justice mechanisms that sales professionals implement to
win back lost customers. These included: procedural justice, interactional justice and
distributive justice. All the justice mechanisms were coded as dichotomous variables
where 1 � used and 0 � not used. In addition, gender was coded as 1 � male and 2 �
female.
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4. Analysis and findings
The results of logistic regression are presented in two sections. The first section
reports the results of the relationship between coping strategies and win-back
outcomes, and the second section reports the relationship between justice
mechanisms and win-back outcomes. Folkman et al. (1986) implemented similar
two-stage approach to examine the effect of coping and the effect of appraisal on
encounter outcomes separately. We use this approach because a sales professional
often moves out of coping mode into an action mode when he/she reaches out to the
defected customer with forms of justice to address customer defection issues. In
addition, to alleviate concerns for unaccounted variance, we included gender as a

Table I.
Profile of critical

incidents (N � 98)

Salespeople (%)

Male 78
Female 22
Age (Average) 39.13
Sales experience (Average number of years) 11.05
Less than 2 6.1
2-5 25.5
6-10 29.6
11-20 17.3
More than 20 15.3
Not reported 6.1

Sales firms
Product related 29.6
Service related 33.7
Both product- and service-related 36.7
Formal policy for reacquisition 19.4

Defected customers
Relationship duration (Average number of years) 9.4
Less than 2 26.5
2-5 41.8
6-10 17.3
11-20 7.1
More than 20 1
Not reported 6.1

Size
Large 38.8
Medium 35.7
Small 24.5
Not reported 1

Customization
Yes 30.6
No 67.3
Not reported 2
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control variable in the first stage of analysis and relationship length and customer
size in the second stage of analysis.

4.1 Coping strategies and win back
In the first stage, the relationship between the two coping strategies and win-back
outcome was examined. The results of logistic regression are shown in Table II. The
overall fit of the model was assessed by the Hosmer and Lemeshow test, which was not
significant (�2 � 5.84, � � 0.001), indicating a good model (Tabachnick and Fidell, 2007).
The Cox and Snell R2and Nagelkerke R2 are both above 0.25, indicating that the
variables in the model account for at least a quarter of the variation in successfully
winning back a lost customer (Hair et al., 2010). The classification score shows that 73.5
per cent of cases are correctly classified, which is an improvement from the base model
with 52.2 per cent of correct classification. Thus, the model is accepted based on overall
measures of model fit accuracy for both statistical and practical significance (Hair et al.,
2010). The correlations are shown in Table III.

After this, the statistical significance of independent variables is estimated. The
results provide some support for H1, which stated that PFC is positively related to
successful customer reacquisition (H1: B � 0.992, � � 0.1) with odds ratio of 2.69. In
other words, a one-unit change in PFC would increase the probability of winning back a
lost customer by 2.6 times. Although � value is slightly higher than 0.05 (� � 0.051), the
results show that when PFC is included in the model, the classification score of the model
is 73.5 per cent. Thus, its importance cannot be underestimated in the model. In addition,
results support H2, which predicted that EFC strategies negatively influence customer
reacquisition as the coefficient is negative and statistically significant (H2: B � �2.355,
� � 0.001). Furthermore, gender as a control is not significant.

Additionally, we tested the interaction effect of sales experience on the relationship
between PFC and win back, as well as EFC and win back. The results suggest that sales
experience does not significantly moderate the relationship between PFC and win back.
However, as predicted in H3, sales experience weakens the negative relationship
between EFC and win back (H3: B � �1.818, � � 0.1). Figure 2 suggests that highly
experienced sales professionals using low EFC can increase their chances on
successfully winning back a lost customer. Experience seems to help them cope better in
situations of customer defection. Interestingly, the graph further suggests that more
experience decreases the probability of wining back customers for sales professionals
using high levels of EFC. This is probably due to these sales professionals “surviving”
customer losses throughout their careers by escaping or distancing themselves from
this stressor and striving for new sales. Accordingly, it seems that high levels of EFC
may be reinforced with experience. This, in turn, reduces the chance of winning back a
lost customer.

4.2 Justice mechanisms and win back
In the next stage, the relationship between justice mechanisms and win back were
examined. The results are shown in Table IV. Again, the overall fit of the model was
assessed by the Hosmer and Lemeshow test, which was not significant (�2 � 9.04, � �
0.001), indicating a good model (Tabachnick and Fidell, 2007). The Cox and Snell R2 and
Nagelkerke R2 are both above 0.39, indicating that the justice mechanisms variables in
the model account for more than 39 per cent of the variation in successfully winning
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Table II.
Results of logistic
regression Stage 1
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back a lost customer (Hair et al., 2010). The classification score shows that 81.3 per cent
of cases are correctly classified. Thus, the model is accepted based on overall measures
of model fit accuracy for both statistical and practical significance (Hair et al., 2010). The
correlation table is shown in Table V.

The results provide support for H4, which stated that procedural justice (i.e. active
waiting, improving process and developing capabilities) is positively related to win
back (H4: B � 3.019, � � 0.001) with an odds ratio of 20.47. This suggests that one-unit
change in procedural justice increases the probability of winning back a lost customer
by 20 times. In addition, we found support for H5 and H6, which predicted that
interactional justice (e.g. customer-oriented communication and providing apology) and
distributive justice (e.g. price discounts, concessions and promotion allowances) are
positively related to win back. Results support both hypotheses (H5: B � 3.139, � �
0.001; H6: B � 1.429, � � 0.05). In addition, the odds ratio suggests that one-unit change
in interactional justice and distributive justice increases the probability of winning back
by 23 and 4 times, respectively. In comparing the B scores and odds ratio of the three
justice mechanisms, we found that interactional justice and procedural justice have the
stronger effect on win back. Finally, the results of two control variables suggest that
relationship length and customer size do not have any significant influence in the model.

Table III.
Correlation table
Stage 1

Gender PFC EFC Experience

Gender 1.000
PFC �0.108 1.000
EFC 0.359 �0.123 1.000
Experience 0.106 �0.034 �0.062 1.000

Figure 1.
Coping, justice and
reacquisition
outcome
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Figure 2.
Sales experience

moderating
emotion-focused

coping

Table IV.
Results of logistic
regression Stage 2

Independent variables
Model

B coefficient Wald Significance Exp (B)

Procedural justice 3.019 17.25 0.000 20.47
Interactional justice 3.139 15.97 0.000 23.08
Distributive justice 1.429 5.28 0.021 4.17

Control variables
Relationship length 0.206 0.118 0.732 1.22
Customer size �0.123 0.041 0.839 0.885
Constant �3.93 17.57 0.000 0.019

Model statistics
Cox and Snell R 2 0.393
Nagelkerke R 2 0.525
�2Log likelihood 80.40
�2 �2 � 45.46; df � 5; significance � 0.000
Hosmer and Lemeshaw test �2 � 9.04; significance � 0.328
Classification table score 81.3
Classification score for null model 52.7
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5. Discussion
This study contributes to the principles and practices of customer defection
management in a number of important ways that may also lead to the rethinking and
redesigning of conventional sales training. First, we add to previous research in sales’
stressors and coping by confirming the operational advantages of PFC and extending its
reach to win back. Second, we increase insights into how sales professionals using PFC
and EFC view the acute stressor of losing a current customer. Recognizing that sales
professionals using EFC often interpret this as a negative life event and then go into
overdrive to acquire new accounts (Goodwin et al., 1997), sales training programs that
focus solely on new accounts may be blinding sales professionals to the essential
dynamics of the market place and, by this, inadvertently promoting EFC. If sales
professionals define the business ecosystem as having only one input and outcome, then
they will be less likely to scan their current customers or the B2B ecosystem for signs of
potential turbulence and defection – and have even less sense of how to respond to
customer loss. Our finding suggests that more experienced sales professionals using

Table V.
Correlation matrix
Stage 2

Relationship age
Customer

size
Procedural

justice
Interactional

justice
Distributive

justice

Relationship age 1.000
Customer size �0.132 1.000
Procedural justice 0.026 �0.162 1.000
Interactional justice 0.016 �0.147 0.608 1.000
Distributive justice �0.060 �0.123 0.289 0.175 1.000

Table VI.
Frequency table
Stage 1

Frequency N

Win back successful 51
Win back unsuccessful 47
PFC (low) 33
PFC (high) 65
EFC (low) 58
EFC (high) 40
Experience (5 years and below) 31
Experience (above 5 years) 61

Table VII.
Frequency table
Stage 2

Frequency N

Procedural justice (used) 48
Procedural justice (not used) 50
Interactional justice (used) 66
Interactional justice (not used) 32
Distributive justice (used) 28
Distributive justice (not used) 70
Relationship length (5 years and below) 67
Relationship length (above 5 years) 25
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high levels of EFC tend to “give up” on pursuing win back than less experienced sales
professionals. By contrast, less experienced sales professionals with low levels of EFC
tend to work to win back lost customers.

Second, looking at the process of external response, our findings show a strong
support for procedural, interactional and distributive justice in customer
reacquisition. Specifically, the results show a strong support for interactional and
procedural justice. Sales professionals who pursue active waiting or improve
existing processes can successfully activate defected customers switch-back
behavior. These actions signify consistency and establish shared expectations and
sense-making of the utility and future of the exchange relationship. The negative
ramifications from the highly experienced sales professionals who “give up” rather than
“re-up” defected customers is further underscored by our findings on the importance of
procedural and interactional justice in customer reacquisition (another contribution to
this field). Procedural justice encompasses, enlightens and enriches many of the sense
and respond values, skills and processes originally applied to develop the customer
(Brock et al., 2013; Brown et al., 2006; Griffith et al., 2006). With this in mind, who would
be better to lead the delivery of procedural justice in win back than an experienced sales
professional? Yet our research suggests that some highly experienced sales persons who
are also high in EFC may avoid, falter or fail in win back. So why the apparent
disconnect? We suggest this may be due to some sales training systems – and some
veteran sales professionals’ coping strategies – being developed in a simpler B2B sales
environment than today’s – and certainly the future’s.

5.1 Managerial implications
Because of globalization, faster search and contact engines and e-commerce networks
and social media, the B2B ecosystem is increasingly dynamic, competitive and
discontinuous. And it will be more so as the “Internet of Things” exponentially expands
customer information and contact systems. Given this, it may be fair to say that every
new account is likely a defected customer from another firm. This means that many
“new” customers already know how to cease and switch their purchasing. Accordingly,
we suggest that sales training reflect the new “in and out” B2B ecosystem. This
way, customer loss is both anticipated and responded to with first, continuing
win-back-like “adaptive selling” before an avoidable loss (Sujan et al., 1994) and, second,
customized defection management if a loss occurs (Griffin, 2007).

This recommended reengineering of sales training to integrate understanding and
anticipation of customer cycles is a twenty-first-century approach to “Working
Smarter” (Sujan et al., 1994). But as Griffin points out in her recent survey (2007),
customer defection management has gone from “bad to worse” since her and Griffin and
Lowenstein’s (2001) efforts to improve it at the turn of the century. While no one goes
into business to lose customers, without sufficient training to apply and integrate
adaptive selling skills to win back, it is understandable that some B2B sales
professionals view customer defection as divorce or bereavement (Goodwin et al., 1997).
Naletelich et al. (2014) concludes their study on sales stress and coping by suggesting
managers to develop a “phased sales training curriculum that builds salespeople’s
capacity for “problem solving” defined by “[…] trends in the industry and about what
needs drive customers’ purchasing behavior”. The authors reason that this “may lessen
external orientations and thus enhance use of PFC” (Naletelich et al., 2014, p. 10). We add
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that lost customers and win back need to be anticipated as part of the B2B sales
profession and be supported by justice-focused training, policies and support resources
and motivation and rewards for both the effort and the wins (Leach and Liu, 2014).

The previously noted similarities between PFC versus EFC and learning versus
performance orientations in goal and achievement situations further informs these
recommendations. Education and classroom research suggests older students focus
more on the explicit learning goals of educational institutions and skills development for
a complex world – yet younger ones are more disposed to performance-driven
behaviors, which lead to maladaptive responses to negative feedback (Morris et al.,
2003). It appears that the more “life experiences” and “life lessons” a student has, the
more he/she understands the goal of education is learning, that learning improves
problem-solving and that preparation for a complex world can lead to life success.
Reasoning from this findings to sales, the more sales professionals see that learning
about customer cycles in an increasing dynamic B2B ecosystems – including both the
threat and reality of customer defection – can lead to sales success – including retention
and win back – the less they may default to EFC when encountering customer defection.

5.2 Limitations and future research
Several limitations in our study recommend further research to refine the concepts and
reasons for PFC and EFC; develop more lessons learned and best practices in
justice-focused customer defection management; and formulate new training program
to further adaptive sales forces that can work smarter in churning B2B ecosystems.
First, as we only interviewed sales professionals and not their defected customers, we do
not have the full “story” on the “why” of the losses and the “if” and “how” win back was
possible and/or effective. Dyadic interviews will greatly inform and improve the
findings and resulting insights. Tracking interviews with defected customers can also
refine sales professionals’ design and delivery of distributional, procedural and
interactional justice. Furthermore, it is realistic to expect that both coping strategies are
present for sales professionals and that the positive effects of PFC might be buffered (or
even decreased under higher levels of EFC) or vice versa. Accordingly, we suggest that
the future research should look into PFC and EFC interactions and the interplay between
various coping strategies and justice mechanisms. Finally, a systematic survey to
examine the ability of sales professional, the training received, their past experiences
with defection, their range of coping choices, their proficiency and use of justice
mechanisms and the focal customers’ reasons for leaving can affirm and extend our
findings. Future research can dig deeper into the complex processes that determine how
B2B sales professionals can best cope and respond with justice to unwelcome changes
by customers.
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